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Abstract

This research is aimed at developing a valency dictionary architecture to comprehensively list the full range of
alternations associated with a given predicate sense, both efficiently and robustly. The architecture is designed
to incorporate all relevant information included in the on-line version of GoiTaikei — a Japanese Lexicon,
as well as additional features such as argument status, grammatical relations, and an augmented case-role
representation. Alternations are represented as individual syntactic case frames indexed back to the basic
semantic argument component of the given predicate sense. A proposal is given for the use of the dictionary
in a machine translation system.

1 Introduction
The short-term aim of this research is to formulate a
hierarchical dictionary structure to map the Japanese
component of the GoiTaikei Japanese-English valency
dictionaries (Ikehara et al. 1997) onto, which is able
to describe structural consistencies in the Japanese
data. The English component of the original dictio-
nary set is similarly mapped into an analogous struc-
ture (Hutchinson et al. 1999), and a set of transfer links
devised to indicate correspondences from Japanese to
English. Clearly, the new structure must include all in-
formation described in the target dictionaries such that
it is possible to reconstruct the original dictionary con-
tent from the three newly-generated structures, but the
new dictionaries are equally exploited in extending the
original informational content.

The advantages of maintaining the Japanese and En-
glish dictionaries separately based around alternations,
and having an external link set, include efficiency,
maintainability, robustness and scalability. These mer-
its arise partly because of the sense-independence of
the derived monolingual dictionaries (see below), and
partly because of the possibilities for the clustering of
lexical alternates of the same sense. Despite the obvi-
ous successes of the the original GoiTaikei valency dic-
tionary architecture, the combination of Japanese and
English correlates within a single entry has meant that
unnecessarily fine-grained sense distinctions have had
to be made in both languages. By considering the two
languages separately, we are able to broaden our han-
dling of mono-lingual predicate sense to a level more
cognitively justifiable, reducing the number of dictio-
nary entries. Also, by clustering lexical alternates, we
are able to employ inheritance for the core pool of
semantic and lexical data, improving maintainablity,
alleviating redundancy of annotation, and enhancing
scalability by way of reducing the informational re-
quirement when annotating new alternates and predi-
cate senses.

In the existing valency dictionary structure, the link-

ing of inter-language sense within a single structure
has led to the generation of extraneous senses. It is
certainly true for closely related language pairs that
overlap of sense for corresponding lexemes in the two
languages can partially release us from consideration
of word sense disambiguation. However, in the case
of Japanese-English machine translation, we are not
able to rely on the same effect. Rather, for a given
source–target language translation pair, we are com-
monly faced with the situation of having only partial
sense overlap for either a single sense or a restricted
number of senses in the source language. Here, the ex-
act degree of overlap must be described through selec-
tional preferences (in the case of the GoiTaikei valency
dictionary), and alternative translations found for any
sub-usages of the source language lexeme not covered
by the original translation.

An example of this general phenomenon can be seen
for the Japanese verb tenkai-suru “to develop”. Within
GoiTaikei, tenkai-suru is associated with 4 distinct
Japanese-to-English translation pairs, as depicted in
Figure 1, with usage p3 sense-subsumed by p2 accord-
ing to the selectional preferences on corresponding ar-
gument slots B and C. The reason for the partitioning
off of a sub-usage of p2 is that the “develop” trans-
lation of tenkai-suru is inappropriate for the semantic
region described by p3. As such, p3 is an artificial sense
of tenkai-suru used to increase accuracy in translation,
and an unavoidable side-effect of having Japanese and
English described within a single dictionary framework.
By separating the descriptions of the two languages,
we are able to remove such artificial senses, and relo-
cate interlingual sense-based idiosyncrasies to the link-
ing lexicon.

Closer observation of Figure 1 reveals that p1 is the
causative/inchoative alternate of p2. In the origi-
nal dictionary formulation, no explicit representation
of this alternation relation between p1 and p2 is possi-
ble, and that the corresponding case slots (C and A,
respectively) bear identical selectional restrictions re-
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Figure 1: Japanese-English sense correspondence

flects more on the aptitude of the lexicographer than
the inherent dictionary structure. Within our pro-
posed architecture, however, p1 and p2 would be clus-
tered together at the sense level and the alternation-
based relation that exists between them explicitly ex-
pressed, producing co-indexing of the corresponding
case slots. For this purpose, we clearly require a well-
defined set of Japanese predicate alternations, in the
manner of Levin’s 80-fold set of alternation types for
English (Levin 1993). The fleshing out of such a full
set of Japanese alternations remains a longer-term aim
of this research, with Fukui et al. (1985) providing
a good start in this direction. For the time being,
we have placed emphasis on the most readily occur-
ring and well-documented alternations, namely the ob-
ject/argument,1 causative/inchoative, passive (-
rare) and causative (-sase) alternations.

A longer-term advantage of maintaining the vari-
ous dictionaries separately is that it becomes consid-
erably easier to both reverse the translation direction
and incorporate new languages into a single system ar-
chitecture. In this, instead of effectively having 2Cn

2

unidirectional transfer dictionaries between individual
language pairs for n languages, we can have n mono-
lingual lexicons connected with 2Cn

2
linking lexicons,

noting however that the overhead for constructing a
linking lexicon is considerable less than that for con-
structing a transfer dictionary anew.

Given that we are justified in wanting to separate
the Japanese and English components of the GoiTaikei
valency dictionary and apply alternations in the sense
clustering process, we are next faced with the issue
as to what structure the new dictionaries should take.
Here, we were inspired in the main part by the LISP-
based hierarchical structure employed in the verb com-
ponent of the COMLEX syntax (Macleod et al. 1998),
and particularly in the forms of data encapsulation and
cross-indexing utilised to describe constituent, control
and grammatical structure across the subcategorisa-
tion frames for each verb alternation. Unfortunately,
however, the COMLEX syntax was not immediately

1This refers to the situation of the argument content of α

comprising a proper subset of that of β, and being fully sense-
subsumed by the intersecting argument content (see below).

tenable with the descriptive needs of the GoiTaikei lex-
icon, largely because of the need to consider sense and
selectional preferences, which are ignored in the COM-
LEX syntax. We thus adapted the basic structure to
meet the needs of the task at hand.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the proposed dictionary architec-
ture and the inter-relation between the various levels
of representation. Section 3 presents preliminary re-
sults in converting the existing GoiTaikei dictionary
into the given format, and Section 4 details a number
of implementation issues related to the linking lexicon.

2 Japanese dictionary

architecture
The proposed dictionary architecture is hierarchical,
comprising, in descending order, of the word, sense and
frame levels; these correspond to entries being clus-
tered according to lexical stem, sense, and argument
content/realisation, respectively.

Word level

At the highest level, entries sharing a common pred-
icate stem are lexically clustered, as for conventional
dictionaries. This enables us to give a single anno-
tation of the basic stem orthography, part-of-speech
(verb, adjective or adjectival noun) and conjugational
class. Additionally, a regular expression representation
of the predicate stem is given to counter the effects
of maze-gaki (systematic variation in the Japanese or-
thography through the mixed use of kanji and kana).

Sense level

At the second level of description, entries are clustered
according to sense, again in the manner of a conven-
tional dictionary. Senses contain a sense ID, a list of
sentences and/or indices to sentences in a corpus ex-
emplifying the basic predicate sense, and a set of fea-
tures including characteristic domains/genres of use of
that sense. Most importantly, however, senses con-
tain a description of the maximum argument content
of that verb sense (:sem), by way of selectional pref-
erences (:res) and/or a list lexical fillers (:lexarg).
This represents the core meaning of the sense.



(word :pos verb :orth "8+9k"

:features (:stem "(8|Fs)(+|+$)"

:conj "suru")

:senses

((sense :senseid JP-tenkaisuru001

:sem ((arg 1 :res (C0003 C1002))

(arg 2 :res (C1000)))

:features (:domain (01))

:ex ("‘,77$tX}@r8+7?")

:frames

((frame :index JP-tenkaisuru001-01

:frame-type transitive

:alt (:cause-inch (01 02))

:features (:pid 101264 :vsa ((25/1)))

:ex ("‘,77$tX}@r8+7?")

:slots

((slot 1 :cs (np :cmark (","))

:gs subject :role agent

:stat 3 :sem-arg 1)

(slot 2 :cs (np :cmark ("r"))

:gs dobj :role changed

:stat 3 :sem-arg 2)))

(frame :index JP-tenkaisuru001-02

:frame-type intransitive-erg

:alt (:cause-inch (01 02))

:features (:pid 101261 :vsa ((16/1)))

:ex ("vo,Lr$}~K8+7?")

:slots

((slot 1 :cs (np :cmark (","))

:gs subject :role agent

:stat 3 :sem-arg 2)))))))

Figure 2: An example dictionary entry

The LISP list representation of argument content al-
lows us to describe complex structures by way of nested
structures, including optional or obligatory modifiabil-
ity of arguments, and the manner of modification.

By including arguments at the sense level, we are
taking the stance that, within the context of a single
sense, a given argument has the same basic scope for
lexical/semantic variance irrespective of its lexical re-
alisation. That is not to say that the full range of argu-
ments must appear in all usages of that sense, but sim-
ply that, given argument compatibility with a given al-
ternation, that argument will be associated with a fixed
set of selectional preferences and/or lexical fillers.2

As with the GoiTaikei lexicon, selectional preferences
are indicated by way of a list of indices to nodes in the
GoiTaikei thesaurus (Ikehara et al. 1997).

Frame level

The lowest level in the dictionary describes each indi-
vidual case frame realisation. Frames are listed with

2That pragmatic effects such as empathy can affect the rel-
ative acceptability of differing lexical contexts is not seen as a
threat to this claim, but more evidence that pragmatics can over-
ride semantics in determining the felicity of an utterance. There
is, however, facility to override the selectional preferences at the
frame level.

an index, optional inflectional constraints, an optional
description of the alternation types the current lexi-
cal realisation takes linked to the alternating frames,
a list of example sentences characterising the alterna-
tion, and a list of features of the expression including its
set of verbal semantic attributes (Nakaiwa and Ikehara
1997). What is undoubtedly the most integral compo-
nent of alternation description, however, is a listing of
individual case slots and associated features.

Case slots are presented in canonical ordering and
annotated with: constituent structure (:cs), includ-
ing case marker, an optional obligatoriness flag, and
a phrase-level part-of-speech; grammatical relation
(:gs); case-role (:role), based on the case grid rep-
resentation proposed by Somers (1987) and suggested
as being appropriate for inclusion in an expanded form
of the GoiTaikei valency dictionary by Bond and Shi-
rai (1997); argument status (:stat), based on a 7-level
adaptation of the Somers (1987) valency binding hier-
archy again proposed by Bond and Shirai (1997); and
an index back to the sense-level list of argument con-
straints (:sem-arg).

3 Analysis

To get an idea of the level of alternation and sense
subsumption in the GoiTaikei valency dictionary, we
set out to automatically cluster GoiTaikei entries into
the sense and frame levels. This clustering process
has two facets, that of removing fully subsumed senses
for a given predicate orthography, and combining and
further reducing the final collapsed senses through
alternation-based analysis.

In the first stage of processing, we assume that full
sense subsumption is an indication of the artificial
partitioning of sense to generate a more appropriate
English translation, and discard all fully subsumed en-
tries. α is fully sense subsumed by β sharing the same
predicate stem and inflectional constraints, iff for each
case slot αi, the corresponding case slot βi displays at
least the same scope for surface case marker alterna-
tion, and the selectional restrictions on αi are equiva-
lent to or subsumed by the selectional restrictions on
βi. On removal of all fully sense-subsumed predicate
entries, therefore, for every pair of residue predicate
entries sharing the same predicate stem, there will be
some usage particular to each.

The second stage of processing then involves com-
paring each pair 〈α, β〉 of residue entries to determine
if there is any alternation relation which exists between
them such that the base form of alternating entry α is
fully sense subsumed by β.3 In the case that sense sub-
sumption is detected, the entries is question are clus-
tered together as being alternates of the same predicate
sense, and appropriately marked for form of alterna-
tion.

3The implementation of this reverse alternation process is
trivial for valence-maintaining alternations. In the case of
valence-reducing and valence-expanding alternations, however,
we devise a description of the prototypical semantics of affected
case slots, and check that any added or removed case slots cor-
respond in content with such prototypes.



Initially, the Japanese component of the basic
GoiTaikei valency dictionary (verbs, adjectives and ad-
jectival nouns) was transferred across to the proposed
dictionary architecture, without consideration of sense-
or frame-level clustering. This produced a total of 6484
word-level clusters, made up of 16488 senses (with 3593
word-level clusters containing a single sense) at an av-
erage of 2.54 senses per word cluster.

Basic analysis of fully sense-subsumed senses within
the provisionally derived dictionary revealed 1229 in-
stances of sense subsumption. The remaining 15259
senses were then further analysed for occurrences of
the object/argument, causative/inchoative, pas-
sive and causative alternations, and all detected al-
ternation pairs clustered together at the sense level.
The number of instances of each alternation type are
as follows:

Object/argument alternation: 1183
Causative/inchoative alternation: 171
Passive alternation: 11
Causative alternation: 24

In this way we were able to further reduce the num-
ber of senses by a factor of 1389 to 13870, a combined
reduction of more than 15% over the original number of
senses. This figure is particularly significant given that
analysis was based on full sense subsumption, meaning
that any slight variation in the case marking paradigm
or instance of non-subsumption of selectional restric-
tions meant the senses in question were considered fully
independent of another.

4 Use in MT: the linking

lexicon

In order to use the mono-lingual alternation-based lex-
icon for machine translation, it must be linked to an-
other such dictionary. To do this we use a linking lex-
icon. The basic idea is that lexical choice is left to the
generation stage, but constrained by the input text.
This allows flexible, fluent generation.

There are also several practical advantages. The lex-
icon is easy to update — for example a single sense
entry may be adjusted rather than changing several
pattern entries. All frames of a single verb or a single
verb sense can be viewed at a glance, allowing errors
and inconsistencies to be detected easily.

Ideally, verbs are linked at the sense level, informa-
tion about which frame was used is passed along with
the verb, but does not determine the frame used in the
target language. However, the architecture allows links
to be placed at any level.

The links should allow for additional syntactic and
semantic constraints, for example the verb warau

“smile/laugh” should be translated as smile if it is
modified by the adverb nikoniko. There is no need
to create an additional sense in the Japanese lexicon,
it is sufficient to create an entry in the linking lexicon.

Finally, the linking lexicon should allow for prag-
matic constraints on genre, domain or politeness.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we introduced an alternation-based va-
lency dictionary structure for Japanese and discussed
the relative merits of the proposed structure and sep-
arate linking lexicon over a transfer-style dictionary
structure. We then went on to provisionally map the
Japanese component of the GoiTaikei valency dictio-
nary onto the new structure and analyse the descrip-
tional efficiency of the produced dictionary over the
original formulation.

Admittedly, this research is limited by the variety
and scope of alternations applied in analysis, and thus
further work is required to extend our set of Japanese
alternation types. Once this set begins to grow in
size, it should be possible to apply it in the analysis
of the syntax/semantics interface, after (Levin 1993),
and also lexical selection in generation (Dorr and Olsen
1996; Stede 1996). These are left as matters for future
research.
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